Adaptation of Problem-Solving Skills Training (PSST) for Parent Caregivers of Youth With Chronic Pain
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Research on the experience of parents caring for a child with chronic pain indicates that high levels of parental role stress, feelings of frustration over an inability to help, and psychological distress are common. Moreover, parental distress adversely influences child adjustment to chronic pain. Therefore, intervening with parents of youth with chronic pain may, in turn, result in positive outcomes for children in their ability to engage in positive coping strategies, reduce their own distress, and to function competently in their normal daily lives. Our aim was to adapt an intervention, problem-solving skills training, previously proven effective in reducing parental distress in other pediatric illness conditions to the population of caregivers of youth with chronic pain. In the first phase, the intervention was adapted based on expert review of the literature and review of parent responses on a measure of pain-related family impact. In the second phase, the intervention was tested in a small group of parents to evaluate feasibility, determined by response to treatment content, ratings of acceptability, and ability to enroll and deliver the treatment visits. This phase included piloting the PSST intervention and all outcome measures at pretreatment and immediately posttreatment. In an exploratory manner we examined change in parent distress and child physical function and depression from pre- to posttreatment. Findings from this feasibility study suggest that PSST can be implemented with parents of youth with chronic pain, and they find the treatment acceptable.
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Conservative estimates suggest that at least 15% of children and adolescents report chronic pain during childhood, that is, pain lasting up to 3 months (Stanford, Chambers, Biesanz, & Chen, 2008). A subgroup (i.e., 5%–10% of otherwise healthy youth) report severe pain associated with functional impairment (Huguet & Miro, 2008). The consequences of chronic pain extend beyond children themselves to potentially include widespread social, relational, emotional and financial impact on parents. In particular, parents report restrictions in their own lives, unwelcome dependency, marital and financial difficulties, and feelings of hopelessness (Hunfeld et al., 2002). In a clinical sample of youth with chronic pain, Eccleston, Crombez, Scotford, Clinch, and Connell (2004) found that average levels of parental role stress were high, with 31% of parents reporting clinically significant distress. Moreover, anxiety and depressive symptoms were commonly reported by parents (Eccleston et al., 2004). Similarly, Jordan, Eccleston, and Crombez (2008) found a negative impact of chronic pain on maternal
social and emotional functioning. In one of the few qualitative studies in this area, Jordan, Eccleston, and Osborn (2007) interviewed 17 parents of youth with chronic pain about their experience, finding that parents reported struggling for control over their lives, experienced considerable strain at being unable to help their child in pain, and judged their lives fundamentally changed.

There has been a renewed research focus on the broader contextual factors relevant to the management of pediatric chronic pain. Parent and family factors, in particular, have been identified as important in understanding the context in which pain treatment is provided. Palermo and Chambers (2005) proposed a conceptual model of a bidirectional relationship between parent and family factors (e.g., parental responses to pain behavior; family environment) and children’s pain experience. This model, parent and family factors are hypothesized to increase the risk for pain and disability, and in turn, pain and disability are expected to impact parent and family life. Parental distress is considered as a family level variable where the child’s response to pain is influenced under the conditions of the family or parent’s overall functioning. Therefore, interventions applied to parent caregivers for the purpose of reducing distress, anxiety, and depressive symptoms would be hypothesized to have downstream effects on improving child experiences with chronic pain.

There is an emerging literature on the association between parental functioning and child adjustment to chronic pain. For example, an early study in children with juvenile rheumatoid arthritis found that greater emotional distress of the mother was related to higher levels of child reported pain (Ross et al., 1993). Similarly, higher levels of parental psychological distress (Logan & Scharff, 2005) and less healthy family functioning (Lewandowski, Palermo, Stinson, Handley, & Chambers, 2010; Palermo, Putnam, Armstrong, & Daily, 2007) have been associated with greater pain-related disability in youth.

In the most recent systematic review of the efficacy of psychological therapies for pediatric chronic pain (Fisher et al., 2014), psychological treatment was found to be effective in reducing children’s pain and disability; however, there was variability in the size of effects between pain conditions and positive benefits were not found for reduction in child depression or anxiety. These trials used a range of cognitive–behavioral intervention strategies (e.g., relaxation skills training, cognitive strategies, guided imagery, exposure and acceptance, and parent operant strategies). Parent operant interventions included instruction to parents to modify their own parenting behavior through minimizing response to pain complaints and encouraging adaptive behavior (Kashikar-Zuck, Swain, Jones, & Graham, 2005; Sanders, Shepherd, Cleghorn, & Woolford, 1994). However, at present, no intervention has been developed specifically to treat parental distress in the context of their child’s chronic pain. There is a critical need to consider methods of reducing parental distress in order to enhance children’s adjustment to chronic pain.

As highlighted by Palermo and Eccleston (2009), in the cognate literature on parental and caregiver adjustment to other serious pediatric health conditions (e.g., cancer, traumatic brain injury), there has been development and testing of interventions to decrease parental distress. In a Cochrane review on this topic, problem-solving skills training (PSST) delivered to parents of children with chronic conditions was found to be effective in reducing the distress (improving parental mental health and behavior) associated with parenting a child with a chronic illness (Eccleston, Palermo, Fisher, & Law, 2012). In contrast, there was no evidence for the effectiveness of other cognitive and behavioral therapies in improving parental mental health or behavioral outcomes. Similarly in an updated systematic review and meta-analysis of parent interventions (Law, Fisher, Fales, Noel, & Eccleston, 2014), PSST was found to improve parent mental health and behavior at post-treatment and follow-up in several additional chronic medical conditions.

PSST is based on the social problem-solving model developed by D’Zurilla and Nezu (1999, 2007) in which problem-solving skills are taught using modeling, behavioral rehearsal, and performance feedback. Typically, PSST involves instruction in several steps of problem solving which may include adopting a positive problem orientation, problem definition and formulation, generating alternative solutions, evaluating options, implementing solutions, and evaluating the solution performance. Homework practice involving opportunities to solve
identified problems is an important part of the training. Efficacy of PSST has been evaluated in caregivers of both adult and pediatric medical populations, gaining considerable empirical support (Grant, Elliott, Weaver, Bartolucci, & Giger, 2002; Rivera, Elliott, Berry, & Grant, 2008; Sahler et al., 2005; Sahler et al., 2002; Seid, Varni, Gidwani, Gelhard, & Slymen, 2010; Wade, Carey, & Wolfe, 2006). One of the first research teams to use PSST in caregivers of children with health problems was Sahler et al. (2002). These investigators have examined the feasibility and efficacy of PSST for reducing distress in mothers of children with newly diagnosed cancer (Sahler et al., 2005; Sahler et al., 2002). Findings demonstrated significant improvements in problem-solving skills and significant reduction in anxiety and depressive symptoms among mothers who received an eight-session PSST intervention when compared with mothers who received usual psychosocial care (Sahler et al., 2005).

Several other studies have been conducted using problem-solving therapy interventions with caregivers in distress. Kazdin and Whitley (2003) evaluated parental problem-solving therapy to enhance therapeutic change in children with aggressive and antisocial behavior. They found that parental problem-solving led to reduced stress and depressive symptoms in parents and greater therapeutic change in behavior for children. Wade, Carey, and Wolfe (2006) used problem-solving therapy successfully in Internet-based sessions to reduce distress in parental caregivers and to promote positive changes in social behavior in youth with traumatic brain injury. Similarly, Rivera, Elliott, Berry, and Grant (2008) used problem-solving therapy in a sample of caregivers of adults with traumatic brain injury using a combination of in-home visits and telephone calls to deliver treatment, finding significant reductions in depression and health complaints, and significant improvements in problem-solving skills post-treatment. Although parent outcomes have been primary in the majority of trials of problem-solving interventions (e.g., Sahler et al., 2005), there is emerging evidence that child outcomes may also be impacted by intervention.

Because the evidence base for parent interventions indicated that problem-solving therapy and specifically PSST was a promising treatment, we aimed to adapt this intervention to the population of parent caregivers of youth with chronic pain. The aim of the present study was to develop and evaluate feasibility and acceptability of PSST as an intervention to reduce distress in parent caregivers of youth with chronic pain, with a focus on whether a full trial could be successfully performed. We report two phases of study to (a) adapt and develop the intervention; and (b) pilot the intervention in a small group of parents to evaluate feasibility, determined by response to treatment content, ratings of acceptability, and ability to enroll and deliver treatment visits.

We hypothesized that, similar to work with PSST in parent caregivers of children with other chronic health conditions, parent caregivers would engage in treatment as demonstrated by participation in intervention visits and completion of homework assignments. Further, we expected that parents would rate PSST as acceptable and be satisfied with PSST intervention. We also hypothesized that therapists would report that parents were receptive to treatment, that they established good rapport, and understood the PSST process. Last, we explored the feasibility of administering our outcome measurement protocol and examined parent and child prepost change scores on outcome measures.

Method and Results

Phase 1: Adaptation of Therapy Materials

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at both study sites. The first phase of the study involved adaptation of therapy materials from a brief, manualized skills-based PSST intervention developed for caregivers of children with cancer by Sahler et al. (2002). The research team, which consisted of clinical pediatric psychologists with expertise in pain, cognitive–behavioral, and family therapies, reviewed these existing materials and relevant published literature on problem-solving therapy (D’Zurilla & Nezu, 1999, 2007) to develop therapist and parent treatment manuals.

1 We received permission from Dr. O. J. Sahler to use and adapt for use the materials developed for the Maternal Problem-Solving Skills Training Project that were copyrighted by her in 2002.
We retained the overall philosophy and steps of the PSST program developed by Sahler et al. (2002), including the acronym “Bright IDEAS” and the logo of a lighted bulb where “Bright” represents the sense of optimism (positive orientation) about solving problems. The letters I (Identify the problem), D (Determine the options), E (Evaluate options and choose the best), A (Act), and S (See if it worked) indicate the five steps of problem-solving as originally developed by D’Zurilla and Nezu (1999) and reinterpreted by Sahler et al. (2002).

Treatment materials were modified through the addition of examples specific to parents of children with chronic pain. In order to obtain parent-generated examples, the team reviewed data from an ongoing study that included a measure of parental impact, the Bath Adolescent Pain—Parental Impact Questionnaire (Eccleston et al., 2005) in 95 parents of youth with chronic pain. Parents completing this measure provided open-ended responses to the item “Please tell us about anything else you feel is important for us to know about how caring for a young person with chronic pain impacts on your life.”

From these responses, the team developed a list of common problems and issues faced by parents of children with chronic pain to use in a worksheet called Problems to be Solved. The purpose of this worksheet was to help parents generate a list of problems to address during the treatment. Compared with the type of examples of problems used in the Sahler et al. (2002) treatment materials with mothers of children with newly diagnosed cancer, the problems generated by parent caregivers of youth with chronic pain were of longer-term duration, did not tend to reflect acute distress, and were focused primarily on issues in the home (rather than in the hospital). Initial versions of therapy manuals were reviewed and edited by the research team. A 2-day training workshop was held to train three therapists in PSST. Following this training, several additional modifications were made to the therapy manuals, including the creation of a brochure for parents which illustrated the steps of the problem-solving process using vignettes of families of children with chronic pain. Our final set of instructional materials included a therapist manual, a parent treatment manual, parent brochure, and problem-solving worksheets.

Phase 2: Pilot Intervention

The second phase of the study involved piloting the PSST intervention with parents of youth with chronic pain to examine feasibility of the therapy and of the study protocol.

Participants. Participants were recruited from pediatric pain specialty clinics at two sites in the Pacific Northwest. Each site’s Institutional Review Board approved the study prior to onset of study procedures. Inclusion criteria included: (a) child age between 10 and 17 years, (b) child had pain present for at least 3 months duration which occurred at least once/week and interfered with daily functioning, (c) child received specialty evaluation and treatment for an idiopathic pain condition, and (d) parents were English-speaking. Exclusion criteria included: (a) child had a diagnosis of a comorbid serious health condition (e.g., arthritis, diabetes); (b) child’s pain had been present for less than 3 months; (c) parent had lived with the child for less than 1 year; and (d) parent had active psychosis or suicidal ideation.

Participants in the pilot intervention were six mothers ($M_{\text{age}}$ 45.6 years) of youth ($M_{\text{age}}$ 14.5 years) with chronic musculoskeletal, abdominal, and headache pain who had been evaluated and treated for their chronic pain condition in one of two pediatric pain clinics. See Table 1 for additional descriptive information about the sample.

Parents completed standardized measures of depression, mood disturbance, pain catastrophizing, parenting stress, miscarried helping, problem-solving skills, and impact of chronic pain at pretreatment and immediately posttreatment. They also completed a treatment satisfaction measure at the end of the intervention. Children completed a measure of physical function and depressive symptoms at pretreatment and immediately posttreatment.

Parental Problem-Solving Skills Training (PSST). Sessions were conducted according to the detailed therapy protocol adapted for this study. The PSST intervention was developed to be delivered in six to eight individual treatment sessions (1 hr each) with the parent over approximately 8 weeks. In collaboration with the parent, therapists determined when treatment should terminate (at the 6- to 8-session point) based on progress of the caregiver with learning PSST. Each parent was given a verbal overview
of the intervention, the parents’ manual, and the parent brochure. At the end of each session, parents were given a homework assignment related to identifying and solving a problem of immediate interest to them. The Problems to be Solved worksheet, consisting of a checklist of common problems experienced by parents of children with chronic pain, was used to help parents identify relevant problems to work on in session. Their problem-solving efforts were reviewed at each subsequent session.

An overview of the goals and content of treatment sessions is provided in Table 2. In the first session, therapists focused on establishing rapport and introducing parents to the PSST program. The therapist used a nondirective style to allow parents to tell their personal stories about how their child’s chronic pain impacts the family. Session 2 was intended to provide the caregiver with instruction in learned optimism and problem orientation. Therapists reviewed the Bright Ideas Wheel, highlighting that learned optimism is in the center of the wheel. Caregivers were instructed in identifying automatic thoughts and feelings, generating self-statements, and approaches to positive problem orientation (e.g., belief that problems can be solved). During the next session, therapists provided instruction in each of the problem-solving steps. Variability in the amount of time needed to accomplish this was built into the treatment program. The goal was to teach all of the problem-solving steps by the end of the third session. However, ample time was allotted to continue to review problem-solving steps in subsequent sessions. Parents identified any problem that they wished to work on using the Problems to be Solved worksheet.

The therapist used several cognitive–behavioral strategies to teach problem-solving skills to parents including modeling, behavioral rehearsal, performance feedback, and generalization of skills. For example, the therapist provided direct examples of problem-solving components to the parent and in vivo practice opportunities in session where the caregiver could rehearse or practice the specific components of the problem-solving process using an illustrative situation during the session. Structured homework assignments were given in each session to provide opportunities for the parent to try the new problem-solving skills. During Sessions 4–6, the therapist taught solution verification and assisted the parent in continuing to practice the problem-solving steps by working through the same problem or new
pros. Sessions 6–8 were focused on relapse prevention and consolidation of skills. The therapist collaborated with the caregiver to determine when treatment would end, once all problem-solving skills had been successfully learned. Therapists emphasized using emotional distress as a cue to identify and engage in problem-solving efforts in the future and supported caregivers in their independent ability to carry out problem solving on their own.

**Therapist qualifications and training.** Three therapists were trained to deliver PSST for the pilot intervention. Two therapists were psychology trainees (one intern and one post-doctoral fellow) and one therapist was a licensed psychologist. Therapists had experience in cognitive–behavioral therapy and in pediatric chronic pain management. They participated in the 2-day training workshop to learn the components of PSST and to practice and role-play therapy components. Ongoing supervision during the pilot intervention occurred in weekly 1-hour-long supervision meetings with the first author.

**Measures.**

**Demographics and pain characteristics.** Parents completed a background form to identify the child and parent’s ethnicity, parental marital status, parental educational attainment, parental age, parental employment, and family income. Children rated their usual pain intensity using an 11-point Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) ranging from 0 (no pain) to 10 (worst pain possible).

**Parent problem-solving skills.** Parents completed the Social Problem Solving Inventory—Revised (SPSI-R), a 52-item self-report instrument linked to a five-dimensional model of social problem-solving (D’Zurilla, Nezu, & Maydeu-Olivares, 2002). The SPSI-R consists of five subscales that measure two different problem orientation dimensions (positive and negative) and three different problem-solving proper dimensions (irrational problem-solving,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Goals and content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The primary goal of the first session is to establish a positive therapeutic relationship through demonstrating understanding of the child’s pain problem and impact on parent and family. A secondary goal is to present PSST rationale and overall treatment program goals. - Therapist obtains story of child’s pain, and focuses on establishing rapport. - Therapist provides general explanation of the goals of the training, the problem-solving model of stress, and the structure of the treatment program and ground rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>By the end of the third training session, a complete introduction is made to all of the problem-solving steps. The primary goal is for the caregiver to acquire instruction in identifying problems, defining options, evaluating options, and acting. - Therapist collaborates with caregivers to identify problems to solve, and to break up complex problems into manageable parts. - Therapist introduces each problem-solving step by working through a problem identified by caregiver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6</td>
<td>The goal of these treatment sessions is to describe solution verification and continue to practice the problem-solving steps working through the same problem or new problems. - Therapist reviews solution verification and discusses caregiver’s level of satisfaction with the solution. - Therapist helps caregiver to select alternative solution if caregiver is not satisfied with outcome or to identify new problem to be worked on if satisfied with first outcome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8</td>
<td>The goals for these sessions are to discuss progress and plan for therapy termination and to review skill maintenance and relapse prevention strategies. - Therapist emphasizes using emotional distress as a cue for initiating problem-solving strategies in the future. - Therapist emphasizes the importance of skilled persistence and self-efficacy for solving problems on own.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
impulsivity/carelessness style, and avoidance style). These subscales are combined to form a total problem-solving skills score. All scores are converted to standard scores, with higher scores indicative of greater problem-solving ability. The SPSI-R has strong reliability and validity estimates, and was used in previous caregiver PSST studies (Sahler et al., 2005).

**Parent depressive symptoms and negative affectivity.** Parents completed the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II), a 21-item self-report measure that assesses the cognitive, affective, and behavioral components of depression. Higher scores reflect more depressive symptoms. The BDI-II is widely used for both clinical and research purposes, and has demonstrated strong reliability and validity. The BDI-II has been used in a number of studies assessing the relationship between problem-solving ability and depression (Morley, Williams, & Black, 2002).

Parents completed the Profile of Mood States (POMS-Brief Form) as an additional measure of negative affectivity (McNair, Lorr, & Droppleman, 1992). The brief form includes 30-items that ask about feelings over the previous week. Six affective states are assessed: tension-anxiety, depression-dejection, anger-hostility, vigor-activity, fatigue-inertia, and confusion-bewilderment. These subscales are combined to form a total POMS mood disturbance score. All scores are converted to *T* scores; higher scores reflect a more intense mood rating for the respective emotional domain. Internal consistency, test–retest reliability and validity are excellent (McNair et al., 1992).

**Parent role stress.** Parents completed the Parenting Stress Index-Short Form (PSI-SF), a 36-item questionnaire that assesses parental distress, parent–child dysfunctional interactions, and difficulty of parenting the child (Abidin, 1995). These subscales are combined to generate a total stress score. Scores are transformed into percentiles, with higher scores indicating greater parenting stress. This measure displays good construct validity, test–retest stability, and predictive validity (Haskett, Ahern, Ward, & Allaire, 2006).

**Parent miscarried helping.** Miscarried helping was originally conceptualized by Anderson and Coyne (1991) as a way of understanding how interpersonal conflict develops in families of children with chronic medical conditions. Parents completed the Helping for Health Index (HHI), a 15-item questionnaire originally designed to assess miscarried helping among parents of youth with diabetes, and has demonstrated good reliability and validity in that population (Harris et al., 2008). For this study, an adapted version of the HHI published for children with chronic pain was used (Fales, Essner, Harris, & Palermo, 2014). A total score is calculated by summing across all items with higher scores indicating greater miscarried helping.

**Parent pain-related catastrophic thinking.** Parents completed the Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Parents (PCS-P; Goubert, Eccleston, Vervoort, Jordan, & Crombez, 2006) to assess their catastrophic thinking related to their child’s pain. The PCS-P is a 13-item adaptation of the Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Children (Crombez et al., 2003). Respondents rate the frequency at which they experience certain thoughts and feelings about their child’s pain. Higher scores are indicative of more frequent catastrophic thinking. The PCS-P has demonstrated adequate reliability and validity for youth with chronic pain (Goubert et al., 2006).

**Parent impact of pediatric chronic pain.** The Bath Adolescent Pain-Parental Impact Questionnaire (BAP-PIQ; Jordan, Eccleston, McCracken, Connell, & Clinch, 2008) was completed by parents. This 62-item measure was developed to assess changes in functioning and behavior associated with parenting an adolescent with chronic pain. Higher scores indicate more impaired functioning. The 11-item parental behavior subscale was used for this study. The parental behavior subscale measures the degree to which parents use avoidance and engagement strategies to interact with their children when they are in pain, and has demonstrated adequate reliability and validity (Jordan, Eccleston, & Crombez, 2008).

**Child pain-specific physical and emotional functioning.** Children completed the Bath Adolescent Pain Questionnaire (BAPQ, Child Version) to measure their pain-specific physical and emotional functioning (Eccleston et al., 2005). The BAPQ contains 61 items that load onto seven subscales: social functioning, physical functioning, depression, general anxiety, pain-specific anxiety, family functioning, and development. The 9-item physical functioning and 6-item depression subscales were used in
this study. The physical functioning and depression subscales have demonstrated adequate reliability and validity for youth with chronic pain (Eccleston et al., 2005).

**Treatment satisfaction.** Parents completed a modified version of the Treatment Evaluation Inventory-Short Form (Kelley, Hefter, Gresham, & Elliot, 1989). This is a 9-item scale regarding satisfaction with the therapeutic process during the course of treatment and satisfaction with the outcome of therapy, rated on a 5-point scale from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree. This measure has demonstrated good reliability and validity (Kelley et al., 1989).

**Therapist records.** We collected feasibility data including scheduling information (e.g., show rate, rescheduled visits), therapist records, and session worksheets. Each session, therapists rated parents’ motivation to learn, receptivity to learning, understanding of the therapy process, completion of homework, and rapport using 0–10 scales (0 = low, 10 = high). Therapist records were completed at the end of each session.

**Results of the Pilot Intervention**

**Engagement.** Each parent received three to seven intervention visits (*M* sessions = 4.5). Parents were adherent to scheduled visits, with few missed sessions (range 0–1 per participant) and few rescheduled visits (range 0–3 per participants). The decision to terminate treatment was made collaboratively between parents and therapists based on receiving all treatment components and demonstrating the ability to use the problem-solving skills independently. One caregiver terminated treatment early (after three sessions) because her child no longer required treatment at the pain clinic and she did not want to return separately for continued study visits. All parents were offered the option of completing sessions by telephone, although use of telephone sessions was rare (two of 27 sessions). Completion of between-session homework assignments was high, with therapists on average rating parents as being compliant with homework completion (*M* = 8.4/10).

**Satisfaction and acceptability.** Therapist-reported ratings indicated that parents were highly motivated (*M* = 9.5/10), receptive to learning (*M* = 9.4/10), understood the PSST process (*M* = 8.6/10), and established strong rapport (*M* = 9.0/10). Parents reported a high degree of satisfaction with the intervention (*M* = 36.5/45) and that they found it to be an acceptable treatment for their child’s chronic pain (*M* = 4.5/5).

**Pilot outcomes.** Five parent–adolescent dyads completed the pretreatment assessment and four dyads completed the posttreatment assessment. Parents and adolescents demonstrated positive change in all outcome measures from pre- to posttreatment (see Table 3). From pre- to posttreatment, parental problem-solving skills improved (*M* = 100.6 to 113.3, respectively), parenting stress decreased (*M* = 90.8 to 55.0), depressive symptoms decreased (*M* = 14.0 to 3.0), mood disturbance declined (*M* = 54.0 to 48.8), parent-reported miscarried helping decreased (*M* = 37.0 to 28.8), parents’ catastrophic thinking about their child’s pain decreased (*M* = 36.8 to 25.5), parents’ satisfaction with the intervention increased (*M* = 36.5/45 to 36.5/5).

### Table 3

**Pre- and Posttreatment Mean Scores on Parent and Child Outcome Measures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Pretreatment M (SD)</th>
<th>Posttreatment M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parent-reported outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Problem Solving Inventory-Revised (SPSI-R)</td>
<td>0–208</td>
<td>100.6 (18.3)</td>
<td>113.3 (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-II)</td>
<td>0–63</td>
<td>14.0 (8.5)</td>
<td>3.0 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POMS (total mood disturbance)</td>
<td>−32–200</td>
<td>54.0 (11.0)</td>
<td>48.8 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenting Stress Index-Short Form (PSI-SF)</td>
<td>36–180</td>
<td>90.8 (8.0)</td>
<td>55.0 (45.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping for Health Index (HHI)</td>
<td>0–60</td>
<td>37.0 (8.9)</td>
<td>28.8 (6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Parents (PCS-P)</td>
<td>0–52</td>
<td>36.8 (9.9)</td>
<td>25.5 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAP-PIQ: Parental behavior</td>
<td>0–55</td>
<td>20.6 (6.8)</td>
<td>16.3 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Evaluation Inventory-Short Form</td>
<td>9–45</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>36.5 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Child-reported outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPQ—Physical functioning</td>
<td>0–36</td>
<td>11.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>6.8 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPQ—Depression</td>
<td>0–24</td>
<td>15.8 (5.0)</td>
<td>11.5 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clined ($M = 36.8$ to $25.5$), and parents’ maladaptive behavioral responses to their child’s pain also declined ($M = 20.6$ to $16.3$).

Adolescents reported concurrent improvements in their own physical functioning ($M = 11.0$ to $6.8$) and depressive symptoms ($M = 15.8$ to $11.5$) from pre- to posttreatment.

**Discussion**

The aim of the present study was to adapt a successful problem-solving intervention to the unique needs of parents of youth with chronic pain. Adaptation of the treatment materials was informed by qualitative data from parents regarding their experience of parenting a child with chronic pain and the impact of their child’s pain condition on their daily life. Pain presents unique challenges for parents because there is often uncertainty about diagnosis and treatment options. Furthermore, these youth have typically experienced pain for many months or years prior to establishing care in a specialized pediatric pain clinic. Thus, adapting PSST required a focus on the chronicity of problems encountered by parents. As part of this process, we developed a list of common problems generated from a parent impact measure to help parents identify problems that they wanted to target in treatment. Anecdotally, this list was an important treatment tool during pilot testing. Parents often initially reported that they had few problems or that they already had a good deal of expertise in solving problems due to the long-standing nature of their child’s illness. Reviewing common problems experienced by other parents of children with chronic pain normalized these challenges and assisted parents in selecting problems that they wanted to address in treatment.

We also conducted a pilot test of the intervention with a small group of parents of children with chronic pain to evaluate feasibility and acceptability of the treatment and outcome assessment protocol. Pilot testing demonstrated that parents could be recruited, retained, and complete the treatment protocol. Parents reported a high degree of treatment satisfaction while successfully learning and applying PSST skills. Therapists reported that parents were receptive to treatment, that they established good rapport, and understood the PSST process. Parents were adherent to scheduled sessions, with a low rate of no-shows and rescheduled appointments. Completion of homework assignments was also high. This high level of feasibility is similar to studies of PSST with parent caregivers of youth with other medical conditions (e.g., Sahler et al., 2005).

Preliminary examination of pre- to posttreatment change on parent and child outcome measures showed that parents remain in treatment, and comply with completing both the treatment and the assessment/evaluation methods. Results from the pilot participant dyads were all in the direction of improvement in outcomes following PSST. Inferential statistics were not undertaken as this was outside the limits of this investigation. However, the change in measures can be interpreted as limited evidence of their reactivity to treatment and hence support their value for use in a larger trial. Further, speculatively, the data add credence to the original hypothesis that PSST may be a promising treatment for reducing distress among parents of children with chronic pain. Treatment that targets parent distress may lead to improvements in child functioning and mood outcomes.

The results of both phases show that a full trial is feasible. We have now begun a full randomized controlled trial (www.ClinicalTrials.govIdentifier:NCT01496378). We aim to recruit 60 parents randomized to two conditions (PSST vs. usual care). The study is powered to find a large effect (SMD of 0.83) on the primary outcome of parent depressive symptoms. In addition to the primary hypothesis of a large effect of PSST on parent depressive symptoms, we also have secondary hypotheses that PSST will produce positive change in parenting stress, problem-solving skills, and child physical and emotional functioning in comparison to usual care.

Results of this pilot study led us to further tailor the PSST intervention for the RCT. For example, therapist ratings indicated that parents of children with chronic pain demonstrated mastery of the problem-solving skills within four to six sessions. Therefore, treatment duration for our ongoing RCT of PSST was modified to be delivered in four to six sessions. One parent in the pilot study terminated treatment early (after three sessions) due to lack of interest in returning for visits after her child completed treatment in pain clinic. We did offer telephone sessions during pilot testing and, although there was limited use, we decided to continue to offer telephone sessions in the ongo-
ing RCT in order to enhance treatment retention and further test feasibility of this approach. PSST has been delivered successfully to caregivers of other medical populations via remote modalities such as the telephone, with equivalent effects on caregiver outcomes compared with face-to-face treatment (Rivera et al., 2008).

Results also indicated that changes were needed to improve the feasibility of our outcome assessment procedures. Outcome assessments were completed by 5/6 parent-child dyads at pretreatment and 4/6 dyads at posttreatment. Incomplete outcome assessments were due to a variety of factors including communication challenges in tracking outcome assessments at the two sites, variability in administration of assessments in person versus via postal mail, and initiating treatment as soon as participants informed us that their completed assessment packet was in the mail. For the ongoing RCT, we now require tracking of assessment administration by a single research assistant, completion of all assessments via postal mail, and receipt of baseline assessments prior to randomization.

Limitations

Given that 100% of participants were mothers, our results are reflective of mother’s responses to PSST and not fathers. This is a common limitation in pediatric psychology research and likely reflects typical gender roles in caring for children with chronic health conditions. Our sample is also predominantly White, college-educated, and middle-class. Although these demographic characteristics are similar to other published studies conducted in pediatric pain clinics, it will be important to consider potential generalizability to more diverse populations in the future. It is also important to note that this study was limited to a parent problem-solving skills training intervention only. Research is needed to develop and test the feasibility of combined parent and child interventions targeting parent distress and child pain coping skills. Finally, our pilot intervention was designed to examine feasibility and acceptability of treatment only and was not designed to evaluate efficacy of PSST. Efficacy of PSST for parent caregivers of youth with chronic pain will be addressed in our ongoing, multisite RCT comparing PSST to a usual care condition.

Clinical Implications and Future Directions

Parents of youth with chronic pain are known to experience considerable parenting stress and negative affectivity, similar to the other caregiver populations in which PSST has been evaluated. Consequently, an intervention to reduce stress and negative affectivity in parents of youth with chronic pain is relevant and expected to have a high impact in this population. Focusing on interventions designed to reduce parental distress introduces a new conceptualization to family and parent factors associated with pediatric chronic pain that is consistent with an integrative model of operant behavioral and family systems theory (Palermo & Chambers, 2005).

Because parent-only behavioral interventions are not currently a part of standard care in pediatric pain clinics, incorporating PSST for parent caregivers of youth with chronic pain into clinical practice may raise several challenges. First, clinicians will need to determine whether separate providers are needed to deliver treatment to parents and children or if a single provider will treat all family members. If multiple providers are working with a single family, steps will need to be taken to facilitate care coordination between providers. Second, there may be billing concerns that arise when delivering treatment only to parents particularly if the child does not accompany the parent to clinic. Third, clinicians may want to consider remote modes of treatment delivery, such as telephone or the Internet, to facilitate access to care for parents with limited time or financial resources or for those parents who do not live near a pediatric pain clinic. These types of systems issues will need to be addressed in order to facilitate delivery of parent-based interventions within pediatric pain clinics.

Conclusions

Parenting a child with chronic pain is a challenging and complex experience. Parents play an important role in their child’s ability to adapt to chronic pain and function in daily life. Currently, strategies are needed to address the emotional functioning of parents of children with chronic pain. PSST has demonstrated efficacy for reducing distress among caregivers of children and adults with a variety of medical problems. Results from this study suggest that PSST is a feasible and acceptable intervention for parents of children.
with chronic pain. PSST may be a promising treatment for improving parent distress and child physical and emotional functioning in families of children with chronic pain.
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